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We can create our futureWe can create our futureWe can create our future We can create our future 
if we keep in mind that…if we keep in mind that…

To get to the big picture…To get to the big picture…
start with the smallest pieces

To deal with uncertaintyy
and manage risk….
build resiliency incrementallybuild resiliency incrementally



Soil depth after land is developed for Soil depth after land is developed for p pp p
urban uses will have a bearing on….urban uses will have a bearing on….

 How water is conservedHow water is conserved
 sustainability of supplysustainability of supply sustainability of supplysustainability of supply

 How water runs off the land How water runs off the land 
 sustainability of aquatic habitatsustainability of aquatic habitat



Water for Life & Livelihoods: This deceptively 
simple equation embodies principles and conceptssimple equation embodies principles and concepts 

for dealing with uncertainty and managing risk



Collaboration, a ‘Design with Nature’ approach, and 
re-use of resources are keys to climate change adaptation

 Develop compact, complete communitiesp p p
 Increase transportation options
 Re-use and recycle water, energy and nutrients 

from liquid wastes
 Protect and restore urban ‘green’ space
 Strive for a lighter ‘hydrologic footprint’ Strive for a lighter hydrologic footprint
 Achieve higher levels of stream, wetland 

and marine environment protectionp



“Hands Across the Malahat” &
“H d A th G i St it”“Hands Across the Georgia Strait”
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The Bowker Creek Blueprint is a bold vision for restoring 
the function of trees soil and open space in thethe function of trees, soil and open space in the 

urban heartland of the Capital Region.... reach-by-reach, 
and one property at a time.... over the next 100 years.



“The Bowker Blueprint is about reclaiming
‘lost territory’ from damage caused as a result of y g
our ‘collective indifference’ because we did not 
consider the values of urban streams important” 

Eric Bonham
February 23, 2010



The Blueprint can create a legacy because 
those driving the Bowker Creek Initiativethose driving the Bowker Creek Initiative …

 Have the temerity to propose a Have the temerity to propose a 
100100 Y Vi iY Vi i100100--Year VisionYear Vision

A illi t t thi i iA illi t t thi i i Are willing to act upon this visionAre willing to act upon this vision

H d th i i litiH d th i i liti Have drawn three municipalities  Have drawn three municipalities  
together to rehabilitate together to rehabilitate BowkerBowker CreekCreek



The Bowker Creek Blueprint is about a p
new form of “top down bottom up” governance:

 First the Vision First the Vision
 Then Community Involvement

Th S f M i i l D i i M k Then Support from Municipal Decision Makers
 Then Apply ‘Design with Nature’ as a 

Consistent Future Approach to Development



Why clear thinkingWhy clear thinking 
is needed more than ever:

 Often we create layers of complexity 
around assumptionsp

→ Ask a different question,                                    
Get a different answerGet a different answer

 There is a prevailing mindset that              
th i l i htsays there is only one right answer

 Computers are great, p g ,
but are not a substitute for judgment 



B ild th Vi iBuild the Vision, 
Create a Legacyg y

“A vision without a task is but a dream.
A task without a vision is but drudgeryA task without a vision is but drudgery.

A vision with a task is the hope of the world.”

Church inscription
Suffolk England 1786Suffolk, England 1786


